9.2 Photo History

A brief photo history of Aboriginal Rangers at work in the Top End, illustrating the capacity that has been achieved over the past 10 years. All photos by Mark Gardener except where indicated.

Plate 4: Larry Johns (centre), Timber Creek Weeds Branch NT Govt, discusses weed management issues during the Daly River Weed Workshop (2004)
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Plate 5: Jason Pinaris from Malak Malak, collects plant specimens for later identification. These specimens created a plant reference collection for Brown's Creek which was used at the Daly River Weed Workshop (2004)

Plate 6: Patrick Banjo (left) from Malak Malak Land Management Team with Jason and Kenny Ah Fat from the Yanjarrwu Rangers at Wudikapildiyerr identify plants as part of a planning exercise at the Daly River Weed Workshop (2004)
**Plate 7:** Members of the newly formed women’s rangers of Wudikapildiyerr—Levina Parry, Margaret Parry, Deborah Sams and Devita Parry—collect plant specimens to develop identification skills and Western botanical language at the Daly River Weed Workshop (2004)
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**Plate 8:** Darwin Weeds Branch NT Govt extension officer, Michael Schmid (centre) was an active participant at the Daly River Weed Workshop (2004)
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**Plate 9 above:** Timber Creek Land Management Team. Left to right: Stuart Wilson Rosewood station), Mick Armstrong coordinator, Billy Humbert, Raymond Campbell, Kingsley Hector and Eric Lewis; en route to locate and treat parkinsonia (2004)

**Plate 10 below:** Billy Humbert beside a newly discovered patch of parkinsonia (bright light green thin foliage) on Rosewood Station (2004)
Plate 11: Eric Lewis and Kingsley Hector, Timber Creek Rangers, treat rubber bush, a serious weed in the Victoria River District (2004)


Plate 13 left: Acacia Larrakia Land Management Team Andrew Calma, Vincent Adjua, Harold Calma, Clint Fejo, Joe Jefferies Jnr, Philip Fejo, Edward Fejo, Jimmy Fejo, Jima Jefferies and Joe Jefferies Snr (2005)
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Plate 15: Terrance, a young Adjumarlarrl ranger, washes down and maintains the quad bike and spraying equipment following a day of spraying mimosa (2004).

Plate 16: Michael Storrs, left, from the Caring for Country Unit, NLC and Neville Gulay Gulay the Aboriginal Liaison Officer with AQIS, collaborating during the Daly River Weed Workshop (2004).

Plate 17 (below): Sean Hawkins from the Batchelor Institute of Tertiary Indigenous Education promotes training opportunities at the Daly River Weed Workshop (2004).

Plate 18 (above): Adjumarlarrl Rangers participating in formal training to receive certification in processing feral pigs for human consumption. Training provider (background), Steve Sell from DBIRD (2004).
**Plate 19:** Neville Gulay Gulay, AQIS and Danyel Wolff, Adjumarrlarl coordinator, inspecting the growth of revegetation contract trees at the Narbalek mine site. NB that the mission grass underfoot is the result of an earlier unsuccessful revegetation attempt (2004).

**Plate 20:** Arthur Karui, Thamarrurr Rangers, points to caltrop (yellow-flowered groundcover) which is a serious weed in the communities’ view: its thorny seeds puncture bare feet (2004).

**Plate 21:** The face of the future—Jima Jefferies, Acacia Larrakia, cuts down poincianas at Brown’s Creek Campground as part of Daly River Weed Workshop (2004).